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Abstract-In order to hold secure electronic conference in 
Communication networks via insecure channels, a conference key 
distribution system should be constructed. The conference key 
distribution system (CKDS) is used for distributing a conference 
key shared among the participants of the conference and hence 
secure communications are achieved. In this paper, by using the 
secret sharing scheme based on the &IDS code and the 
Diffie-Hellman Key exchange scheme as the basic component, we 
propose an efficient and anonymous conference-key distribution 
scheme that supports conference membership changes 
dynamically. We also show that, based on the Diffie-Hellman 
(DH) and the one-way assumption, the proposed CKDS is secure 
against impersonation and conspiracy attacks, and the 
unattended ones reveal no useful knowledge about the 
conference key. In addition, the proposed CKDS allows for user 
anonymity. 
Keywords: secret sharing, broadcast channel, MDS codes, 
key distribution 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Key distribution is a major component of the security 
subsystem of distributed systems, communication systems, 
and data networks. With the increase in bandwidth, size, usage, 
and applications of such systems, holding electronic 
conference among a group of users becomes a growing 
application area in network. In order to hold secure electronic 
conference in computer and communication networks via 
insecure channels, a conference key distribution system 
(CKDS) should be established. The system is used for 
distributing a conference key shared among the attending 
users of the conference to let them use the conference key to 
encryptidecrypt communicating messages during the 
conference, while unattended members reveal no useful 
knowledge about the conference key, and hence secure 
communications are achieved. From the point of view of 
security and efficiency, an electronic conference should be 
equipped with a point-to-multipoint environment, such as 
broadcasting channel (BC channel), in that anyone connected 
to the network will have access to all the information that 
flows through it. 

Sometimes, for instance, the conference may have 
discussions on privacy or highly sensitive topics. To have the 
attending participants make unbiased decisions without 
influence from unknown pressures, the identities of the 
attending participants should be anonymous to each other, and 
even anonymous to the unattended one except for the 
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conference organizer 

In many cases, the conference membership changes 
dynamically, i.e., some new members want to take part in 
while some old members want to leave. Thus the conference 
key shall change dynamically to ensure both forward secrecy 
and backward secrecy of the conference session. The forward 
secrecy is maintained if an old member who has been 
excluded from the current session cannot access the 
communication of the current session, and the backward 
secrecy is guaranteed if a new member of the current session 
cannot recover the communication of past sessions. This 
requires conference key should to be dynamically distributed 
to current conference members. 

In 1976, Dif ie  and Hellman [ I ]  proposed a KDS for 
distributing a common secret key shared between two 
communicating participants. The Diffie-Hellman KDS is 
suitable for the point-to-point environment in essence. 
However, it may be inefficient to iteratively employ the 
original Diffie-Hellman KDS for distributing a conference key 
shared among a group of communicating participants in the 
point-to-multipoint environment, since several interactions for 
point-to-point protocols with respect to each pair of principals 
are required. Since then, several CKDSs have been proposed 
in the literature [2-171. However, most of the previously 
proposed CKDSs are performed through modular 
exponentiation, which makes them inefficient in practical 
usage, especially in the case that the participants have less 
computing power. Except for the secure lock schemes in 
[8,15], the CKDSs cited above cannot achieve user anonymity. 
However, these secure lock schemes suffer from the 
sophisticated computational complexities of the Chinese 
remainder theorem (CRT) and encryptionidecryption 
algorithms, and are often not acceptable in the applications 
with medium or large number of participants. Therefore, the 
design of an efficient CKDS that is suitable for broadcasting 
channels and allowing for user anonymity is required. 

In this paper, we propose an efficient CKDS with user 
anonymity based on the MDS code and the CKDS supports 
conference membership changes dynamically. We also show 
that under the assumption of Diffie-Hellman problem (DHP) 
and the one-way hash (OWH), the proposed CKDS is secure 
against impersonation and conspiracy attacks. 
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11. MODEL 

A user in the system is a probabilistic polynomial-time 
Turing machine. The system has a public directory that 
records the system's public parameters and each user's public 
information that can be accessed by everyone. All users are 
connected on an authenticated broadcast network so that the 
messages sent on the network can be identified and cannot be 
altered, blocked, or delayed. Therefore, everyone can send 
and receive the message on the network without intemption. 
No private channel exists between users. Conference 
organizer ( U ,  ) distributes the conference key to the 
participants of the conference. 

There are two attacks on the CKDS, 
+ Impersonation attack: Single adversary replays the 

intercepted broadcast message for originating a 
conference by the name of U ? .  
Conspiratorial attack: Conspiratorial participants 
replay the intercepted broadcast message for 
originating a conference by the name of U,. 

Our CKDS has the followine three comoonents: - 
System initialization: System and users select related 

parameters and send public parameters to the public 
directory. 

Conference key distribution: Conference organizer 
selects conference key K and shares the conference key 
with all participants by means of the secret sharing 
scheme under the broadcast channel. Every participant 
can recover the conference key from the broadcast 
message and hisher private information, while 
unattended ones will get no information from the 
broadcast message. 

Conference key recovery: Participants evaluate and 
verify the conference key from the received message 
and their private information. 

In this paper, we use MDS code as basic component of the 
secret sharing scheme [ I8][19][20]. 

111. OUR PROTOCOL 

Preliminaries 

Let G denote the generator matrix of a ( n , k )  linear 
code over G F ( q ) .  Here n denotes the length of the 
codewords and k is the dimension of the code, i.e. G is a 
( n x  k) matrix with elements in G F ( q ) ,  q is a prime 
power. The number of codewords is q k  and the set of 
codewords consists of all linear combinations of the rows of 
G . If d E GF ( q  ' ) denotes a vector of k 
information symbols, they will be encoded into E = & ,  

A MDS code is usually defined by the condition that the 
minimum distance of the code is n - k +  I .  Reader could see 
[25] for a general introduction to MDS codes. From the 
property that every set of k columns in the generator matrix 

of a MDS code is independent it follows that a codeword is 
uniquely determined by any !i elements in the codeword. It 
also follows that knowledge of less than k elements of a 
codeword reveals no information about another element. 

Basic Protocol 

C1. System initialization: 
Let m be the number of users in the system, and IDl be 

the identity of the users U j .  Denote by 1.1 for the bit length 
of x . Publish a one-way hash function H ( x ) ,  which accepts 
a variable-length input string of bits and produces a 
fixed-length output string of bits (for example, 128 bits). 
Define and publish the following system parameters: 

p is a large prime and p > 25" 

q is a prime factor of p - 1 and q > 21"")1 
g is a generator with order q in GF(p)  

User U j  selects private key xi E 2,' (kept secret) and 

computes y ,  = modq (published). 

Without loss of generality, let U ,  be the conference 
organizer, and U = {U, ,U,,. . .,U,,) he the set of all users in 
the system. 

U ,  selects and publishes the matrix G ,  which is the 
generator matrix of ( N ,  m + 1) - MDS codes (where, 

y > N 2 m + 1 ) over GF(2Iql) (In our protoco~, we use 

system code). Obviously, 21'4 > N ,  so suitable codes will 
always exist. 

For ViJ <is m , U ,  Computes 

k,( = yj." m o d p  ;U, Compute k,, = y;'~ m o d p  . 

C2. Conference key distribution: 

Letp={U,,U; ,  . . .U,}  he the set of attending members 
and F ={u,,,,u,,+?, ..., U , }  be the set of unattended 

members of the conference 
U ,  performs the following steps: 

Stepl:  Let Y = {xlx = H(kr,llID,),l E {1,2,,..n}} ; 

Construct an one-one correspondence f : Y + {l,2,. . . n) , and 
publish -f . 

Step2: Get a timestamp T from the system. 
Step3: Randomly select a conference key K E z * .  

Stepl: Construct D =  (K,d , ,d , ,  ..., d,,...,d,,,...,d,,,) , 
where d, = ff(k,,lll~,II~~,jJ~) (I 5 i 5 n) and t satisfies 

that i = f(H(k,,lllD,)) ; the last (m-n) symbols of D are 
random elements in G(q) .  

(According to the definition of system codds, the first n+l 
symbols of the codeword remain constant), and get 

Steps: Compute B = DG = ( K , d , , d , ,  ... d, , .b , ,b , , . . .b ,~,  .,) 
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b'=(b,,b, ;.., 6,) from B. 
Step6: Compute the characteristic value of K at T as  

Step7: Broadcast {ID,,b,V,T}. 
Y = H(K//ID,IIT) 

C3. Conference key recovery: 

On receiving {ID,,b,V,T} , each U; performs the 
following steps for recovering the conference key K: 

Check the expiration of the received timestamp 
T . If it is out-of-date then the broadcast message may be 
replayed by some malicious attacker, and hence terminate the 
recovery stage. 

Stepl: 

StepZ: Compute / = f ( ~ ( k , # ~ , ) ) ;  

~ t e p ~ :  Compute d, = H(k~,~~rDT~~ID,~~T); 
Step4: According to the definition of ( N , m  + 1) -MDS 

recovered from (d;,b!,b>, ..., 6" )  and G by means of the 
'.iecoding algorithm.*Then get the conference key K. 

Check the attendance of the conference by 

codes. B = ( K , d , , d ,  ,..., d, ,b,,b,,...b,.,,l~,) can be 

Stepti: 
verifying that H(KIIrD,IIT) = v . 
Dynamic protocol 

protocol performs as following: 
* Updates set P and set F. 

U ,  performs C2. 
Users in set P perform C3. 

In the case that new members join or old members leave, 

IV. SECURITYANALYSIS 

In this chapter, we show security of the above protocol in 
correctness, and withstanding the attack of passive adversaries 
and impersonators. 

4.1 Correctness and Security against Passive Attacks 

Theorem 1 (Correctness): If attending members follow the 
protocol, they compute a common conference key K . 
Proof. From the broadcast message V U j  E P can compute: 

k,, = k,, = g'"' mod p = g'" mod p = y,"' mod p = y,', mod p ; 
j = . f ( ~ ( k , , / l l ~ ,  1) ; 
d i  = H(h-,j//lD,//ZD,I(T);-the j-th symbol ofcodeword B 

According to the property of MDS codes, the U ,  can 

uniquely determine the codeword B from b = (b, ,  ..., b,) 

and c f j  . The n + 1 -th symbol of B is the conference key 

that we need. 0 

Diffie-Hellman Problem(DHP)[22][23]: Let G be a finite 
abelian group, a,b E N,g E G . Given g " , g h  compute 

g"h 

Lemma 1 (DHP assumption): Any adversary cannot 
compromise the principals' secret keys and their common 
secret keys form the public keys. 
Lemma 2 (OWH assumption): It is infeasible to find x 
such that H ( x )  = y for a g iveny  , and it is infeasible to 
find a pair (x,x') such that x f x' and H(x )  = H(x ' ) .  
Theorem 3 (The passive attack): An eavesdropper cannot 
obtain the conference key K from the intercepted message. 
Proof: Under DHP assumption, given U t  E P , vu, e P 
cannot obtain x r , x , ,  k,, . So U, cannot compute 

d j  = ~ ( k ~ ~ ~ D r ~ ~ ~ ~ , ~ ~ ~ ) ~  
U .  can only get b = ( b ,  ,b2,. . .,bn) from the intercepted 

message. According to the definition of (2n + l,n + I )  - MDS 
codes, U,! get no information about the codeword B .  By 
lemma 2 ,  it is infeasible for U, to compute K from 

p' = H(KIIrD,//T). So U ,  cannot obtain the conference key 

Theorem 4 (Anonymity): The identities of the attending 
participants are anonymous to  each other, and even 
anonymous to the unattended one except for the conference 
organizer. 
Proof: By lemma 1 and lemma 2, vuj eC7/Ui cannot 
obtain the identity of the other users from 

from the intercepted message. 0 

Y = {xlx = H(k,,llIDl),/ E U , } .  0 

4.2 Security analysis 

In this section, we will show that under the assumption of 
Diffie-Hellman problem (DHP) and the one-way hash (OWH), 
the proposed CKDS is secure against impersonation and 
conspiracy attacks. 
Theorem 4 (The impersonation attack): Any adversary 
cannot successfully replay the intercepted message 
{ID,,b,V,T} for originating a conference by the name of 

U,. 
Proof: The expiration of T will be effectively verified by 
step1 of the conference key recovery stage. To pass the 
verification of T , the adversary should set a new acceptable 
T . Consequently, the adversary should forge all valid 
d,  = H(kj,~~IDT~~ID,~~i'J for the attending members, so that 

the attending members can recover the right K from b , G . 
Under the OWH assumption, the adversary can forge all valid 
d ,  only if he knows the x i s  or k,; s. However, by lemmal, 

the x, s and k, s are protected under the DH assumption. 
Theorem 5 (The conspiratorial impersonation attack): 
Conspiratorial participants cannot successfully replay the 
intercepted message {ID,$, V , T }  for originating a 
conference by the name of U,. 

The proof is the same as the Theorem 4. 
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V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS without influence from unknown pressures. The protocol 
distributes conference key to current conference members 
dynamically with low additional overhead and ensures both 
forward secrecy and backward secrecy Of the conference 

The complexity of a CKDS includes communication 
comnlexitv, storage complexity and comnutation comulexitv. . .  
The communication complex& is usuaily measured'by the 
number of data bits that need to be transmitted from the U ,  
to conference "Ibers to covey information Of conference 
keys, while the storage ComPlexitY is the number 
Of data bits that the UT and conference members need to 
store to obtain conference keys, and the computation 
complexity is measured by the computation the U ,  and 

Our protocol is efficient because only two rounds are 
required to compute a common conference key if all attending 
members follow the protocol properly. Nevertheless, the size 
of messages that each participant sends is propo,.tional to the 
number of attending members. It is interesting to design a 
provable secure conference key distribution protocol with 
both round and message efficiency. 

conference members need to perform to derive conference 
keys. 

Here we show the performance of our protocol: 
Communication complexity: In order to distribute the 

conference key, U ,  should broadcast IDT and m 
symbols of the codeword B; U ,  should broadcast n hash 
values to ensure the anonymity of the conference; and U ,  
should broadcast timestamp T to against active attack. So 
the number of bits that U ,  should broadcast is 

nllql+ njH(.)l+ IT1 + lIDtl . 
Storage complexity: U ,  needs to store its secret key 

x, and the share with the system members k,,,(U, E e); 
the current conference member U; only needs to store 

hidher secret key xi and the share with U,. So U ,  
should store mlpl+ 141 hits; and conference member Uj 
needs to store 141 + lp( . 
Computation complexity: In the initialization phase, 
U ,  needs m modular exponentiation operations and the 
current conference member U,  only need one modular 
exponentiation operations. In the key distribution phase, 
UT needs 2n hashing operations and one encoding 
operation. In the key recovery phase, Ui needs one 
hashine oneration and one decoding oueration. 
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VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we propose an efficient and practical CKDS 
with user anonymity based on the MDS codes. Under the 
Diffie-Hellman (DH) assumption and the one-way hash 
(OWH) cryptographic assumptions, we also show that the 
proposed CKDS can withstand passive attack, impersonation 
attack and conspiracy attack. In addition, our protocol hides 
the identities ofthe attending members efficiently by means of 
one-way hash function and a one-one correspondence, So that 
the attending participants can make unbiased decisions 
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